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When Edge Cloud was launched eight years

Decreased costs and greater efficiencies – Edge Cloud is

ago, it was one of the first cloud-based

the perfect solution to replace an aging ViewPoint server. By

practice management systems available.

eliminating the cost of servers, software licensing, and other

With changes in technology, cloud-based

expensive IT functions, you can decrease your bottom line and

enterprises aren’t emerging technologies,

move away from the complexities of maintaining networks.

but rather the logical choice. According to

4.

the International Data Corporation, by 2020,

is easy to expand and upgrade. When you’re ready to add

67% of software will be for cloud-based

electronic charting or a satellite office, Edge Cloud is ready too.

offerings.
Ortho2 has seen the shift from servers to the cloud throughout

5.

patients, auto-patient pop-ups via caller ID, interactive proposal

used practice management system. And while ViewPoint isn’t going

slider (coming soon), and more are just some of the features that

anywhere (after all, we still support a few OneTouch – DOS offices),

come with every Edge Cloud system.

there are many reasons why Edge Cloud makes sense.
Peace of mind and security – Quit worrying if your backup
is complete and useable. Edge Cloud data is maintained in a
secure, encrypted, private cloud and automatically backed up
over multiple servers. Outsource your IT for relief to both your
wallet and your psyche.
2.

And last but certainly not least, new features – New functions
like live dashboard metrics, smartphone apps for you and your

the last several years. Just recently, Edge Cloud became our most

1.

Scalability – Since data is stored on servers in the cloud, it

To all our customers, thank you for the trust and loyalty you have
placed in us. If you’re already using Edge Cloud, you’re well aware
of all these benefits. If you’re using ViewPoint, or OneTouch, the
decision to make a transition to Edge Cloud should be based on
when it is right for you, and is an ongoing conversation you should be
having with your Ortho2 Regional Manager. But know that when you

Accessibility – Easily access your data wherever you are – a

are ready to provide the benefits of the cloud to yourself, your staff,

satellite office, your home, even the slopes or the beach – from

and your practice community, Edge

your smartphone, tablet, or computer. No syncing required.

Cloud is ready for you!
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Fort Worth, Texas
February 28–March 2, 2019
The 2019 Users Group Meeting is a little over a month away. Have you
registered yet? Join us for the 35th annual Users Group Meeting at the
Worthington Renaissance Fort Worth Hotel in Fort Worth, Texas, February
28-March 2, 2019.
You won’t want to miss the classes, people, and fun! Register online at
www.ortho2.com/ugmregistration.
For more information, contact Kim Barker at 800.678.4644 #2
or ugm@ortho2.com.
And while you are at the UGM, don’t forget to share your pictures and videos
with us through our social media channels. Find us on Facebook, Snapchat,
and Instagram.

Are you the only person in your office who sees the
newsletter? Pass it along!
You can also read the newsletter on our website
www.ortho2.com > Resources > Newsletter.
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CUSTOMIZING EDGE CLOUD

One of the best features of Edge Cloud is the ability

Stacks

For more than 30 years I have crisscrossed North America

Remember when you had stacks of paper charts lying

and Europe consulting almost exclusively with orthodontic

treatment coordinator can set up Edge Cloud differently

around your office? Now that you can be completely

practices on almost every management system. The

than the front desk person to see what pertains to a specific

paperless, Edge Cloud features stacks, which allows you

old Millenium Society had developed many of the

role. In addition, each office can use Edge Cloud in the

to add a patient to a stack so you can complete additional

foundational systems of the treatment coordinator, doctor

way that works best for them. Dashboards can be set up

work for that particular patient.

time scheduling, patient cooperation, customer service,

to customize it based on the role within the office. The

differently, offices can have a variety of information in stacks,
or various workflows.

There are endless uses for stacks. Each employee can
have their own stack - anything from obtaining insurance

Read on to see a variety of ways Edge Cloud features can be

information to creating a treatment plan, or even employee

used. If you want more information, check out the Edge

training.

Cloud in a Roundabout Way class at the Users Group

and financial monitors that are still in use in many of the
successful practices to this day. If there was one thing that
surprised me by the systems I inherited, it was how often
clients doubled and tripled in size, not from additional
marketing, but by implementing doctor time scheduling.
Ineffective scheduling is often the brakes that holds a

Meeting in Fort Worth, Texas, February 28-March 2.

Doctors can utilize this feature to create a list of patients to
call, general practitioners to follow up with, or even cases

practice back from its potential growth.

Dashboard

that had exceptional finishes.

Now my son Ryan is doing much of the traveling to a new

Workflows

generation of orthodontists in a world where it seems

Use workflows to automate data changes and initiate Edge
Cloud actions whenever something happens in Edge Cloud.
For example, when an appointment is processed as kept,

The Dashboard personalizes Edge Cloud for you by
keeping the information and tools you use the most at
your fingertips. Use Dashboard widgets to display the
productivity issues and applications most relevant to your

everyone wants to do marketing and yet many of his clients
are finding the same explosive results. What is it about a
finely-tuned schedule that unleashes growth?

monitor widget to keep track of goals for the office, the

one morning. By doing this you can capture the growth
without having to significantly change your daily templates
that you use all year long. Another idea is to stagger your
observation recall system so that you do not have as many
recalls coming in the summer to help spread out your starts
into slower months.
Perhaps the most overlooked secret to an on-time doctor
time scheduling system is the doctor and staff satisfaction
that comes from not having to fight over the doctor being
needed at multiple chairs and the TC room all at the
same time. Ryan and I have probably designed more than
2,000 templates in our careers and almost universally the
seeing even more patients each day!” When a schedule
flows like it should it makes the day enjoyable for the

“When I saw the doctor running to seven chairs and all the

doctor and team, and when it does not, it can be stressful

parents sitting in the reception area, I thought this place

and unnerving. A career can be extended by many years

was too busy for me. But you’re always on time!” Being

when the job is enjoyable, but as for marketing success,

on time is at the top of the priority list for patients who

your patients and parents will see and feel the tension in a

regularly visit you and only a close second to your team’s

practice that cannot stay on time.

a patient’s treatment chart. For example, if a patient comes
in and you mark oral hygiene in their treatment chart as
either a ‘D’ or an ‘F’, Edge Cloud can launch a workflow that
creates a letter to be sent to the responsible party.

look if we can’t stay on time?

Alternately, a doctor’s dashboard could include the practice

growth day when you can do $40,000+ production in

that can be heard in the voice of a mom as she exclaims,

statuses. You can change the status to retention on a kept

reports widget to easily run the daily and monthly reports.

patient exams and starts. Clients say this is a very enjoyable

greater customer satisfaction. There is a certain admiration

20 widgets to customize your Dashboard.

due, when, and how much they owe), along with the quick

cross off a minimum of two mornings a month to just do

and/or add a the patient to a specific stack.

Another common way workflows are used is to change

due patients (including information such as who is past

months effectively, and one of the most important is to

response we get is, “This is so much easier and we are

tasks and professional goals. Edge Cloud features more than

include the subgroup widget to keep track of today’s past

We suggest a number of ideas to handle your growth

you can trigger a workflow to change the patient’s status

caring and competence. After all, how competent can we

For example, a financial coordinator’s Dashboard could

months with your greatest growth potential.

The obvious answer is that on-time scheduling creates far

You can also launch a workflow when you enter an item in

debond appointment, or even display a prompt for the front
desk to choose a status when they process your new patient
exam as kept. Status workflows are often used to clean up
statuses. For example, when a records appointment is made,
you know that the patient should be in the records status,
and that change happens automatically in the background.
You can also fire a one-off workflow from the Quick Actions
menu

in the top right corner of Edge Cloud.

Perhaps an even greater secret is how your scheduling
system can be set up to capture growth during the peak
months. Yesterday a doctor exclaimed to me on the phone,
“I can’t stand seeing the new patient exams and starts
scheduled out six weeks in mid-August, as I know we are
losing patients who call us to other offices.”

On-Time Scheduling continued on page 15

About the Author
Ken Alexander is the Director of
Alexander & Sons, and is one of the top
transitions consultants in orthodontics,
often working with both buyer and seller

“You bet you are,” I responded, “and that is why your

to ensure a fair transaction and a smooth

scheduling template must be adjusted to allow you to start

transition. He is presenting at the 2019

month to month or comparing years, and the stacks widget

To learn more about any of these topics, visit the Edge

as many patients as possible in the summer.” It’s not just

UGM in Fort Worth, Texas.

to track care calls, who you need to treatment plan, or other

Cloud Visual Help page on our website www.ortho2.com >

a template issue – as everything should be set up to be a

cases to review.

Support & Learning > Visual Help > Edge Cloud.

welcoming practice in the summer time, January, and other

charts widget that shows overall practice numbers from
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THE SECRET TO MARKETING
SUCCESS MAY BE YOUR SCHEDULE

Contact Info: 760.603.9251 • ken@alexanderandsons.consulting
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SCHEDULING FOR SUCCESS:
PART TWO
As we discussed in part one of Scheduling for Success,

demographic you are scheduling. The easiest way to

Orthodontics is experiencing new competitive pressures

is branding and engagement. Create a brand name

the 2019 new patient experience begins long before the

evolve your phone slip is to add a simple three check rating

at a level unlike ever before. Examples include the

for an ongoing, comprehensive, high-energy patient

patient enters our doors. The increased competition,

system. Here is an example of what I suggest. If a patient

introduction of aligner dentistry that has an increasing

marketing program that engages your patients with

corporate groups, at-home online treatments, and the

has three checks or more they are a “B” patient:

number of general dentists providing orthodontic

contests, raffles, prizes, and social media.

technological marketing shift has altered the course of
orthodontics as we know it. Thus, we have come to find that
there are two very different demographic groups of new
patients, and each group has distinct needs, expectations,
and agendas.

____Online lead ____Age 18-30

___No insurance

____No dental professional contact within last year.
Criteria for “B” Be Cautiously Optimistic patients
1.

If a patient presents without a warm lead, meaning

These patient demographics are broken down into

they found you online, through a web campaign, an

two corresponding segments: the first group is a more

online review, from their insurance company, or from a

traditional take on new patients. I like to refer to them as

keyword web search.

“A” patients; as in “A” for awesome new patients. This
patient group is the bread and butter of orthodontics. The

2.

“B” patients, for be cautiously optimistic new patients. This

3.

group of patients may require some additional caution or
discretion when we are scheduling; as this group of new
patients tends to have the highest no-show rate and can
also be the hardest to convert.
By taking a hard look at what the “B” patients want from
their orthodontic treatment, we can better assess how to
handle these patients in our practices. So, how do you do
this and where does it start?

4.

and how to present the treatment plan or fee they are
searching for.

bigger, faster, and more powerful than the Internet.

orthodontics and challenging many of the old models for

Parents always have numerous opportunities to

getting, keeping, and growing referrals and referral sources.

refer others and this is why we created a concept

contests, receive ongoing education and information,

The patient has usually lived in the area for less than a

most of their referrals from two sources—doctors and

and participate in a host of other parent outreach

year or has a newer job, generally without benefits. The

patients. So, of course, their marketing only focused

programs.

patient may also have a state-funded insurance plan.

on wooing referring doctors and treating patients well.

The patient does not have a relationship with any
dental professionals in the area and has not been seen
by a dental professional in the last year.

Once you have your new patient’s score and have
determined they will be a “B” patient, it is time to schedule.
Where, you may ask? First, we need to understand that

Scheduling for Success continued on page 14

About the Author

However in the new world of orthodontic marketing, this
is no longer enough. In order to reach the highest levels
of potential, today’s orthodontic practices must embrace
marketing in what I refer to as the FIVE FOCUS AREAS:

•

The Social Media Interface. Most orthodontic
practices have some involvement in social media, but
many do not have the right formula. Social media is
about outreach to patients and non-patients, driving
the orthodontic practice brand in the marketplace,

1.

The Branded Patient Rewards and Referrals Program

demonstrating that the orthodontic practice is the

2.

The Parent Ambassador Program

practice of choice, and attracting referrals. The

3.

The Social Media Interface

marketing coordinator needs to have a strong focus

4.

The Referring Doctor Driver

on social media interaction and continually place

5.

The Full Awareness Community Program

The FIVE FOCUS AREAS for Marketing
Success
Creating marketing strategies for patients, parents, social

Five Focus Areas continued on page 15

About the Author

media, doctors, and your local community offers your

Roger P. Levin, DDS is a third-generation

Jill Allen is the owner of Jill Allen &

practice numerous referral opportunities. Practices that

general dentist and the Founder and

Associates, a full service orthodontic

address the following FIVE FOCUS AREAS will properly set

CEO of Levin Group, Inc., a dental

practice management consulting firm with

themselves up for ongoing success.

management consulting firm that has

a special focus on new practice start-ups
and doctors who have been in business

Whether your new patient phone slip is in its infancy or

eight years or less. She is presenting at

evolving, it is vital to gather not only the basics but also to

the 2019 UGM in Fort Worth, Texas.

implement a scoring system to identify which new patient

at orthodontic seminars, “The Mother Net” is far

These trends are creating a higher level of competition in

strategies. In the old days, orthodontists typically received

in a practice are “bad”. And yet, my opinion on phone

scheduling, where to put them in the scheduling template,

from parents, most often mothers. As I like to joke

orthodontist or for direct-to-consumer aligner products.

visits, or restaurants. They can also be entered into

have heard all the reasons why phone slips are not needed,

you to correctly identify the type of new patient you are

of orthodontic retail stores either for referral to an

provide referrals can win gift cards for manicures, spa

their exams. They are often looking for a fast fix to their

to gather all the information that is needed. This enables

The Parent Ambassador Program. The majority of
family referrals within orthodontic practices come

kept in mind when creating your orthodontic marketing

new patient phone call and a phone slip. As a consultant, I

phone slip— paper or electronic— it allows the practice

•

on one basket?” Well it’s an adage that should always be

The patient is usually between the ages of 18-30 and is

these patients are all about gathering information in

slips remains unwavering. When you use a new patient

typically include orthodontic services, and the opening

called the Parent Ambassador program. Parents who

I’m going to take it old school and say it begins with the

why they take too long to fill out, and why paper forms

services, the expansion of corporate dental groups that

Remember the old saying, “Never put all of your eggs

responsible for their own account.

next group of new patients is what I like to refer to as our

6

NEW DIRECTIONS IN
ORTHODONTIC MARKETING

Contact Info: 303.988.4455 • www.practiceresults.com

•

The Branded Patient Rewards and Referrals Program.

worked with more than 26,000 dentists.
He is an internationally-known dental

While most orthodontic practices have a patient

practice management speaker who has

marketing program, many are antiquated and dull.

written many books and articles.

The key to a successful patient marketing program

Contact Info: 888.973.0000 • levingroup.com/ortho
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THE TIMES THEY ARE A CHANGING

“Come gather ‘round people

Let’s look at some of the key ducks you should have in

team members each sign a statement that they have had the

hit $400,000. Once you hit $1.5 million in production, you

order to open and run a practice on your own. Being a solo

opportunity to read the handbook and have had all of their

can typically stretch it out to an additional team member

And admit that the waters

practitioner can be very rewarding as you are in charge of

questions answered.

for every $250,000, if you utilize an effective schedule

Around you have grown

your own destiny. All practice decisions are in your hands.

And accept it that soon

From the hours you work and your preferred modality of

Wherever you roam

You’ll be drenched to the bone

treatment to the number of patients you see daily and the

If your time to you is worth saving

size of your team. It’s your baby to nurture and groom into

Then you better start swimming or you’ll sink like a stone
For the times they are a changing” - Bob Dylan

something you will be proud of as it matures.

current and future team members. For example, you might
start out with one administrative team member who is in
charge of scheduling, financial, and new patients. These

and cross train team members. You can effectively run a
$1,500,000 practice working 12-15 patient days per month
with eight team members (two administrative, one treatment
coordinator and five clinicians).

responsibilities can be separated as the practice grows,

Have your telephone covered over lunch and on non-

Develop your unique brand, one that reflects your

just as the clinical team’s duties can be divided based on

patient days. Many patients will call for appointments when

Looking back to 1978 when I started in the orthodontic

philosophy and vision for the practice. There are several

licensure and experience. It is a lot easier to hire new team

they have time over their lunch hour or on Fridays (many

field (I worked in a general practice from 1974-1978),

logo design sites that run a contest open to developers. For

members when you know exactly what position and duties

businesses now work four 10-hour days, giving them either

the majority of orthodontic practices were run by solo

a minimal investment, you will receive dozens of designs

they will be responsible for.

Monday or Friday off.) If you missed one new patient call

practitioners. People communicated in person, by

created specifically for you. I used www.logomyway.com

telephone or by mail – although the first email was written

to design my logo and the total investment was less than

in 1971, email providers such as AOL, did not make an

$250. Use your logo on all printed materials you give to

appearance until 1993. Patients were typically seen every

patients, your referring doctors, and within your community.

month for an adjustment, which correlated with their
payment plan. In most cases, patients were treated using
the same treatment modality – fixed appliances with bands
and brackets.
In many ways, life and running a successful orthodontic
practice is a lot more difficult today than it was in 1978.
The orthodontic industry is fierce; you are competing with
other orthodontic practices as well as general dentists,
group, interdisciplinary, and multiple doctor practices are
now taking the place of many solo practitioners. Today,
more than ever before, it is imperative to focus on your
strengths, your vision, your mission statement, and your
goals.
Regardless of whether you have been in practice for one

your team. The better the team is trained, the more you

the team a lot easier if you have a clear outline of rules,

accountant, or a marketing company. A rule of thumb for

can delegate. The clinical team can be trained to submit

expected behaviors, and benefits. Material covered in the

solo practitioners who have been in business for five years

Invisalign cases, set up indirect bonding cases, as well as

manual would be:

or less is for every three clinical days you work, plan on one

know your wire sequence which allows them to start on a

administrative day to take care of non-clinical duties, as

patient without the doctor checking first. Send your team to

well as treatment planning and submitting Invisalign scans.

your software company’s annual user meeting to ensure that

Mature practices can often have a 4 to 1 or 3 to .5 ratio of

they are competent and fully utilizing all features of your

working/administrative days.

system. Offering them the opportunity to take a class on

•

Mission statement

•

Office policies (90-day probationary period, health
and safety, smoking, uniforms, patient confidentiality,
harassment, verification of licenses, etc.)

•

Discuss chain of command if team members have a

Keep your eye on key numbers when making decisions

concern or need to call in sick

regarding office hours and the number of team members on

•

Office hours

your payroll. Following are goals to strive for:

•

Payroll information (payroll deductions, when are
paydays, hourly or salary, classification of employees)

•
•

Benefits (sick leave or PTO, vacation, holidays, leaves of

Dollar earned for each clinical hour orthodontist worked


$1,825 and higher

Dollar earned for each team member hour worked

Copies of internal office forms (time off request,



$ 150 and higher

Dollar earned for each patient visit

$ 275 and higher

Rather than giving each team member a copy of your

Number of patients seen per doctor hour

Microsoft Excel or Word will give them the training needed
Changing Times continued on page 14

About the Author
With more than 35 years of experience,

absence, bonuses, continuing education, etc.)

performance review, verbal and written warnings, etc.)

practice, or join a corporate group?

compensates for the additional team hours.
Seize continuing education opportunities for yourself and

residency program. How does your vision compliment your

start-up practice, buy an existing practice, work in a group

payroll, marketing, HR specialist, and practice planning

production a year. The increased production more than

grows, duties can be shifted over to a team member, outside

mileage reimbursement, non-disclosure statement,

of patients you would like to target? Do you want to open a

practice. Non-clinical duties including accounts payable,

could be missing out on more than $150,000 in additional

consumes many hours every week. As a private practice

dreamed of when you were accepted to the orthodontic
current or desired lifestyle? Is there a specific demographic

consuming, the same can be said of a solo orthodontic

a week and 50% of those patients might have started, you

before you hire your first employee. It makes managing

month or 20 years, make a list of your goals for the next ten
years. Close your eyes and envision the type of practice you

Just as taking care of a baby can be difficult and time-

Take the time to put together your team member handbook

SmileDirectClub, and Candid Clear Aligners. Corporate,

8

Create detailed, progressive job descriptions for your

8 or more

handbook, keep a copy in the office for them to read and

Another rule of thumb is to hire one team member for every

review. Unfortunately, I have seen many office handbooks

$200,000 of production. Start out with two team members

“shared” by employees who have left the practice. The

for a new practice, and then add a third employee when you

Debbie Best evaluates staffing needs and
systems to develop a strategic plan for
practice productivity. She designs customized
schedules, personalized job descriptions,
and a team member handbook to fit each
practice’s needs. She is presenting at the
2019 UGM in Fort Worth, Texas.
Contact Info: 206.310.6055 • debbiebestconsulting@gmail.com
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Information about the people of Ortho2 and the resources available to you as a member

FREE WEBINARS

ORTHO2 ANNIVERSARIES

We offer you free, online webinars each month throughout the year on various topics. It’s a great solution for training new

Congratulations to these Ortho2 staff members who celebrated anniversaries during the fourth quarter of 2018.

users, refreshing experienced users, or learning about new features. Webinars are available online at www.ortho2.com >

Twenty-Six Years

Twenty Years

Thirteen Years

Todd Schuelka

Lowell Davis

Derek Dohrman

Twenty-Four Years

Jennifer Shaffer

Meetings and Webinars > Ortho2 Webinars. Find the topic for the month and click the link to view the webinar at your
convenience.

Denise Sargent

Upcoming Webinar Topics
January – Edge Cloud: Insurance Reports
Keeping on top of your insurance information is simple with
the reports available in Edge Cloud. We’ll take a close look
at the reports available in Edge Cloud to track open/active
insurance accounts, insurance receivables aging, and forms
scheduled for submission.
February – ViewPoint: Treatment Findings
Computerized, customizable, and convenient exam findings
can be a huge time saver over handwritten notes. Learn how

Six Years

Michele Eich

to make modifications or create your own findings list and

Brian Good

Fourteen Years

utilize findings in letters, insurance forms, and treatment

Corey Schmidt

plans.

Five Years
Steve Volcko

March – Edge Cloud: 3D Images in Edge Imaging
Edge Imaging is the perfect place to store your patients’
photos and scans. In addition to storing your 2D images,
Edge Imaging can store 3D images. This webinar will review
how to set up 3D image types and import them into Edge
Imaging.

CUSTOMER ALERT
Have you noticed the customer alerts on our website? Probably not, as they aren’t there that
often. But if there ever is an issue with one of our products, you will see an alert letting you
know what is going on. Once things have been resolved, the alert will go away. You won’t see
these often, but they are a good source of information when things do arise.

CAREER MILESTONES AND DEVELOPMENT
Darcy Dakovich joined Ortho2 as the Quality Assurance and Regulatory Affairs Manager on September 17. Darcy previously

CONTACT US

worked as a Quality Coordinator at Hach in Ames. Please join us in welcoming Darcy!

Phone

Email

Social Media

(800) 678-4644 (Sales)

admin@ortho2.com

www.facebook.com/ortho2

Drew Humphrey, Ortho2 Regional Manager, moved territories. He now serves the Pacific Coast Society of Orthodontists,

(800) 346-4504 (Support)

engineering@ortho2.com

www.youtube.com/ortho2systems

ideas@ortho2.com

www.twitter.com/ortho2systems

orders@ortho2.com

www.linkedin.com/company/ortho2

ortho2support@ortho2.com

www.instagram.com/ortho2systems

sales@ortho2.com

https://plus.google.com/+ortho2

ugm@ortho2.com

http://blog.ortho2.com

and Western Canada (Alberta, British Columbia, Manitoba, and Saskatchewan).
Paige Seward joined the Software Support Team as Software Support Representatives on November 19. She recently
graduated from Des Moines Area Community College with an Associate of Arts degree. Welcome aboard, Paige!

Website
www.ortho2.com

Newsletter Submissions

www.ortho2.uservoice.com

editor@ortho2.com
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INSIDE ORTHO2

Information about the people of Ortho2 and the resources available to you as a member

LOWELL DAVIS

DENISE SARGENT

Lowell Davis, Ortho2 Network Engineering Manager, recently celebrated his 20th anniversary with

If you have ever called Ortho2, more than likely you have spoken with Denise Sargent at least once.

Ortho2. He has held a variety of roles within Ortho2 including software support representative,

Denise is the Accounting Administrative Specialist, and answers phone calls when needed. She

advanced software support tech and trainer, and equipment department manager. Lowell said he

recently celebrated her 20th year with Ortho2. She said talking to people from all over the country

joined Ortho2 because, “Getting 3 A.M. calls as a 24x7 network administrator because a keyboard

is one of her favorite aspects of the job.

wasn’t working was getting old. Having regular work hours and the chance to travel/teach really
appealed to me.” But he has stayed because, “I enjoy achieving synergy across the operational
spectrum with industry partners.”

Denise started as an administrative assistant and during her first three weeks on the job, she filed
paperwork. “Now we scan everything into our database if it’s paper, but most everything is now
digital – so no more filing!” she said. Denise joined Ortho2 around the same time ViewPoint was released. She has been

The biggest difference Lowell sees today versus when he started is that the Software Support Team only had one dedicated

creating CD keys ever since. “I’ve probably created 95% of the CD keys ever created. Now, I also activate and de-activate

dial-in station available to connect to customer computers via a modem and pcAnywhere.

product keys and serial numbers for Edge Cloud,” she explained.

Growing up, Lowell stated that at various times he wanted to be a vet, an astronaut, a teacher, and a music conductor.

Denise has been married for 30 years, has two married kids, and a three-year-old “grand gal”. Denise says she loves to play

When he isn’t at Ortho2, he actually does some of those jobs. He plays trombone in a concert band and a full-size big band

with her grand gal, who lives close by, and has recently taken up sewing again.

in addition to coaching (at some point) youth football, basketball, tee-ball, softball, baseball, and soccer. Lowell recently
stepped down as President of the Boone National Little League after more than a decade on the board of directors, and
he currently serves on the board of directors for the Ames Soccer Club, is the Central Iowa Soccer League Director, and the
Treasurer/Secretary for the Iowa Municipal Band Festival.

LOG INTO THE CUSTOMER SITE OF ORTHO2.COM

Lowell and his wife, Leah, have “kids, dogs, a cat, and parakeets.” Fun fact: Both of Lowell’s sons have names related to the

There are many resources available to you on our website. You will find visual help files, printed documentation, FAQs,

Chicago Cubs. His oldest boy’s middle name is Ryne for Ryne Sandberg. His youngest son’s name is Maddux (for pitcher

information on upcoming meetings, the ability to register for webinars, and more.

Greg Maddux) Clark (one of the cross streets at Wrigley Field). “I didn’t tell my wife where the inspiration for the middle
name Clark came from until a few days after the baby had arrived,” said Lowell.

If you haven’t already created an account to access the Customer Site of our website, you will need to do that. Each doctor
and staff member can create their own account. Visit www.ortho2.com, and click the feature you want to see, such as Edge
Cloud videos or ViewPoint documentation.

JENNIFER SHAFFER
Jennifer Shaffer recently celebrated 20 years at Ortho2. She reflects on her time here: “In 1998

Next, click the Register a New User Account link on the login screen. You will be prompted for your full name, main office
phone number, and Ortho2 customer number. Finally, enter your individual email address, a password of your choice (at
least five characters), and a display name that will be publicly visible.

I was hired as a part-time Web Designer for Ortho2’s child company, orthodontics.net (ONet),
while I finished my degree at Iowa State University. The purpose of ONet was to design websites
specifically for orthodontists. In 2001, ONet was dissolved, and I transitioned to my current position
as the Web Development Coordinator for Ortho2.
As the Web Development Coordinator, I am tasked with designing and maintaining the company’s
web presence, as well as helping with any other design work as needed. For many years, I have had the pleasure of
designing the logos for our annual Users Group Meeting, as well as designing the company holiday cards.
When I first started, I remember being afraid of computers, and not even having an email address. Luck must have been on
my side, because I am truly uncertain how/why I was offered the job. Thankfully, I am a quick study, and enjoy learning new
things!
When I am not working, I enjoy playing sports (especially golf), spending time with my friends and family, and snuggling my
fur babies.”
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OUR FEEDBACK FORUM
Ortho2 brings you UserVoice, a powerful feedback forum that allows you to easily tell us what you think! Now you have
the power to connect with us, make suggestions for enhancements, vote on your favorite ideas, and watch them become a
reality.
Log into UserVoice through the Ortho2 website. Visit www.ortho2.com, and click the UserVoice icon

in the upper right

corner. Login with your user name and password. You are ready to go!
There are five product enhancement forums: Edge Cloud, Edge Animations, Edge Imaging, Ortho2 Users Group Meeting,
and ViewPoint. You can search existing suggestions and enter your own. Vote for your top enhancements and check back to
see which are getting the most votes. You can even add comments to suggestions and read comments from other users and
from Ortho2.
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On-Time Scheduling continued from previous page 5

Scheduling for Success continued from page 6
orthodontic problem and may not be interested in a

need to know how to track their conversion rates. I suggest

A “hurry up and wait” scheduling system is what we see

your growth. Then you need to get your team to the Users

comprehensive treatment plan. They usually find favor in the

that treatment coordinators have separate tracking sheets

when we visit many of our clients for the first time. Assistants

Group Meeting in Fort Worth to learn how to best utilize the

low cost of treatment, rather than the high quality of care

for their “A” and “B” patients because the conversion

are racing to get their work done on time just to sit for 5,

scheduling software to input the templates and adjust them

and see value in their time rather than yours. Thus, we need

rates are vastly different. Where we expect an 85% or

10, sometimes 15 minutes looking longingly for the doctor

as necessary to be most effective.

to think outside the box if we are aiming to convert them.

better conversion ratio for “A” patients, I find an average

after having covered about every subject they can think

My suggestion is to shorten your exam. This will negate

conversion ratio to be around 50% or lower for our “B”

of to talk about with the teen in their chair. Some scurry

your risk if there is a no-show and can preserve your doctor’s

patients. Although the 50% conversion ratio may seem

off to do sterilization or grab another patient who is going

time. A shortened consult becomes a ‘just the facts’ exam,

intimidating, we want to look at these patients as a way to

nowhere until the practice gets back on time. Many things

which ultimately caters to this patient demographic.

expand our market. If our “A” patients are the production

begin to fall apart in our competence and service when we

pot roast, our “B” patients are the gravy on top.

fall behind, including shorting some patients by not doing all

The easiest way to do this is to update your scheduling

their planned work as we try to catch up.

requires everyone understanding a multitude of basic
scheduling principles that you must live by in the practice.
If solo doctors can stay within five minutes of on time when
seeing more than 100 patients per day, you certainly can do
it in your practice and continue to grow. After all, you don’t

template by building in “B” patient exam spots. These

Additionally, we need to adjust the way we follow up with

exams can be done in your TC column or your observation

this patient demographic. Remember, this group tends to

If you want to grow your practice and you have already

reached your max potential and stop referring because you

column. They could also be done in a clinical assistant/

be impulsive and relishes in instant gratification. For these

grown to at least 40-50 patients per day, don’t be so fast

can’t competently handle what you have already. I hope to

records tech column as a records appointment if the doctor

reasons, I do not suggest a robust follow-up program.

to jump on the next marketing idea until you first get your

see you at the UGM in Fort Worth February 28-March 2,

plans to follow up at a later date in a virtual or in-person

Instead, I recommend a well-worded follow-up email or two

doctor time scheduling system humming. Both Ortho2

2019 where we can explore together with a terrific group

consultation. Ideally, “B” patient exams should be done in

with directives as to what they need to accomplish before

Edge Cloud and ViewPoint have outstanding scheduling

of consultants many areas of caring, competence, and

half the time of your “A” patient exams; I suggest a half-

they start treatment; get a cleaning with a dentist, follow up

capabilities, but you must first design appropriate templates

consistency as your practice seeks to be the best it can be.

hour.

with your outside finance company, and look into insurance.

that will be most effective to both stay on time and capture

When a doctor is ready to come into the exam they should

want your patients and referral sources to think you have

Keep it simple, keep it techy.

be in the consultation no more than 5-8 minutes, as their

Even though we want to start every patient, we must remain

objective is to do a very basic, surface level treatment

realistic. The fact of the matter is, our market is changing,

presentation. Remember, these patients will generally

and a new buying demographic is entering the scene.

have many obstacles to overcome and probably scheduled

Personally, I am excited to watch our future take shape and

impulsively. Keep in mind, many of these patients are not

know that as an industry we can either keep up with the

interested in comprehensive orthodontic treatment.

changing tides or be swept away; though I am confident we

Now that you know how to schedule these patients, you

Five Focus Areas continued from page 7
relevant information on the top sites. When social

can achieve the former.
•

The Full Awareness Community Program. Community
outreach is an essential. Community outreach creates

the orthodontic practice increases and so do referrals.

awareness of the orthodontic practice, attracts new

Social media is a category that affects marketing to all

patient consults, and offers an almost infinite set of

of the referral sources—patient, parent, doctor, and the

opportunities including marketing to schools, sports

community.

teams, community events, fitness centers, etc. The key

The Referring Doctor Driver. Of course you can never
of doctor referrals. For many years, this was the driving

Changing Times continued from page 9

•

media is handled properly, the interest in regard to

underestimate or neglect the incredible financial benefit
force behind referral programs. However, some theorize

is to put together a campaign that reaches the target
market for the orthodontic practice, which is often
children, and encourages them to have an orthodontic
consult as early as possible. But remember, community
marketing should change and adapt regularly. For

to create spreadsheets, graphs, and letters to keep you fully

The number one key action you can take, whether your

that doctor referrals are no longer worth the marketing

apprised of the progress of the practice.

practice is solo, group, interdisciplinary, or corporate, is to

pursuit. I must disagree. I have worked with hundreds of

treat every patient as though they are your only patient.

ortho practices that offer plenty of anecdotal evidence

When you are seeing a patient, focus only on that patient.

showing doctor referrals can create anywhere from 30 -

Quickly review their chart before they are seated, bringing

60% of their orthodontic practice patient base. Doctor

you up-to-date not only on their treatment, but also on their

marketing requires a well thought-out and planned

activities and interests. Consider them friends and families

campaign based on building strong relationships.

Orthodontic marketing has become more sophisticated

of the practice, not just patients who are having their teeth

Orthodontists must periodically reach out and network

and complex in the last 10 years. Limiting your marketing

straightened.

with referring doctors, however the marketing

to one focus area is a sure way steer your practice into a

coordinator will handle 95% of the responsibilities that

production plateau, or maybe even a decline. Practices that

help to gradually increase referrals and acquire new

effectively address all FIVE FOCUS AREAS in their marketing

referral sources from referring doctors.

campaigns will have the best opportunity for ongoing

Open, honest, and clear communication with patients
and parents is the cornerstone of successful orthodontic
practices. Often, I observe doctors giving patients the
answer they want to hear, even if it is pushing the envelope.
For example, telling a patient that their treatment will
be completed in 18 months although in reality it will be
closer to 22 months. Although the patient and parent
are told that patient cooperation is crucial to finishing on

Above all, remember to smile. Your smile lays the foundation

time, realistically a percentage of your patients go beyond

for excellent customer service. It is easy to do, does not cost

the target date. Give yourself a cushion; patients do not

anything and portrays a positive first impression.

complain if treatment is finished ahead of schedule.
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Great scheduling can never happen by chance, and it

example, there may be an excellent parent magazine
in which to advertise but then a new parent website
emerges that is far more pervasive and will create new,
untapped opportunities. The better the community
outreach, the more consults the practice will acquire.

success.
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